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Translation of “Darkness of Parental Child Abduction Business”
Epilogue
On February 10, 2021, Kamikawa as Minister of Justice consulted an advisory organization of
the Ministry of Justice called the Legislative Council to inquire about the revision of legal
system concerning the childcare after divorce. Joint custody will be discussed on this council.
This news might raise the expectations of many victims of “parental abduction” to solve this
child abduction issue. But their expectation will be betrayed.
As stated above, councils tend to be used as fronts for the bureaucracy. The bureau which is
in charge of the Legislative Council is Judicial System Department of the Ministry of Justice.
Yoichi Kikuchi, the former presiding judge of Tokyo High Court, used to be the DirectorGeneral of the department. The present Director-General is Osamu Kaneko, seconded from
the judicial branch. It is too naïve to think the council will save them and their children.
Those judges and attorneys who are beneficiaries of child abduction business are listed as
member of the Council (Family-Law Group) such as Asami Tejima, or the Director-General
of Family Bureau of General Secretariat of Supreme Court. The chairperson of the group is
Professor Atsushi Omura, who was also the chairperson of Family Law Workshop. The report
of the Council (Family-Law Group) will be the same as the reports of the Family Law
Workshop and the Review Meeting of Childcare Nonpayment Issue.
Minister of Justice said that “I wish the discussion on the council would be made from the
point of children-first.” But that won’t wash. “What the Minister says is none of their business.”
Joint custody system won’t be reported to introduce. Applying “Friendly Parent Rule” to the
ruling on children’s custodian made by courts won’t even be discussed.
On the other side, the council will make a report to legislate “safe and secured (supervised)
visitation system” and “collection of the childcare from the parents by government.” We can
see what will happen in the near future clearly. But it is very difficult to prevent it even if we
can foresee.
Not only us but also Minister of Justice cannot stop the specters, such as Kaneko as the
General-Director of Judicial System Department of Ministry of Justice, Koide as the DirectorGeneral of the Civil Affairs Bureau of Ministry of Justice (seconded from the judicial branch)
and Tejima as the Director-General of Family Bureau of General Secretariat of Supreme
Court, haunting around the pandemonium, that is to say, the Legislative Council of Ministry
of Justice.
Further, the People have no choice but to follow the oracular message revealed by the
Council. The message revealed this time is a kind of written mobilization notice for the People

to move toward the hell called Totalism Society. If we won’t receive the notice, we have to do
every possible measure including abolishing the “Personnel Exchange Customs Between the
Judicial Branch and the Administrative Branch (Hanken-Koryu)“ in order to exclude the
judges who sneak into legislative branch and administrative branch as soon as we can. We
only have a little time left.
Specters are haunting inside government - the specters of Totalism. The Japanese
government has to drive away them from its body before it is possessed by them. Afterwards,
the government staffs plug their ears so they would not hear the specters’ voices like coping
with the Siren who lure sailors with their voices to shipwreck. The staffs are no longer lured
by the specters.
The government staffs must not hear the voices of specters but the voices of the daughter of
Mr. Sotsuda (who is the left behind parent), saying “Can I see my father? When can I see my
father?” repeatedly against her abducted mother, the voices of inner voice of the sons of a left
behind mother, saying “We want to see our mother,” who are forced to send letters writing
“Die!” and “You are beldam!” to their mother by their abducted father, and the small voice of
Yua, a little girl who was abused resulting in death by her stepfather, saying “I like the former
father.”
Lastly, I will quote words of the girl who escaped from “Domestic Violence Shelter” and stop
writing.
Her words cannot be refuted by thousands of hogwashes made by pseudo “human rights”
lawyers such as Takayo Kamada, Hideki Saito, Toshiteru Shibaike and Takafumi Suzuki etc.,
“specialist” such as Chieko Akaishi, Hiroki Komazaki, Keiko Kondo, Hisako Watanabe etc.,
and judges such as Akihiko Otake, Kaoru Onimaru, Yoichi Kikuchi and Tatsushige
Wakabayashi.
“A society where after divorce, fathers can see their own children, and mothers can see their
own children, and brothers and sisters can see each other. That is the society that makes
common sense. “

